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ABSTRACT: The increase in population, has led to tremendous degradation in the state of affairs of hygiene with 
respect to waste management system. The spillover of waste in civic areas generates the polluted condition in the 
neighboring areas. It may aggravate numerous severe diseases for the nearby people. This will humiliate the appraisal 
of the affected area. For eliminating or mitigating the garbage's and maintains the cleanness, it requires 'smartness 
based waste management system. This paper is proposed IoT based smart waste clean management system which 
checks the waste level over the dustbins by using Sensor systems. Once it detected immediately this system altered to 
concern authorized through IoT. For this system used Microcontroller as an interface between the sensor system and 
IoT system. This is ensued the greenish in the environment and support for swachhbharat for cleanness. 

 
I.INTRODUCTION 

 
IoT or Internet Things refers to the network of connected physical objects that can communicate and exchange 

data among themselves without the desideratum of any human intervention. It has been formally defined as an 
“Infrastructure of Information Society” because IoT sanctions us to amass information from all kind of mediums 
such as humans, animals, conveyances, kitchen appliances. Thus, any object in the physical world which can be 
provided with an IP address to enable data transmission over a network can be made part of IoT system by 
embedding them with electronic hardware such as sensors, software and networking gear. IoT is different than 
Internet as in a way it transcends Internet connectivity by enabling everyday objects that utilizes embedded circuits 
to interact and communicate with each other utilizing the current Internet infrastructure 

Since then the scope of IoT has grown tremendously as currently it consists of more than 12 billion connected 
devices and according to the experts it will increase to 50 billion by the end of 2020. With the advent of IoT both 
manufacturers and consumers have benefited. Manufacturers have gained insight into how their products are used 
and how they perform out in the real world and increase their revenues by providing value added services which 
enhances and elongates the lifecycle of their products or services. Consumers on the other hand have the ability to 
integrate and control more than one devices for a more customized and improved user experience. 

 
In this paper, we are going to propose a system for the immediate cleaning of the dustbins. As dustbin is 

considered as a basic need to maintain the level of cleanliness in the city, so it is very important to clean all the 
dustbins as soon as they get filled. We will use ultrasonic sensors for this system. The sensor will be placed on top of 
bin which will help in sending the information to the office that the level of garbage has reached its maximum level. 
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After this the bin should be emptied as soon as possible. The concept of IoT when used in this field will result in a 
better environment for the people to live in. No more unsanitary conditions will be formed in the city. With the help 
of this system minimal number of smart bins can be used around the whole city and the city will still be much 
cleaner. 

There has been an unprecedented growth in the number of devices being connected to the Internet since past few 
years. All these devices connected to the internet are part of the IoT infrastructure which can communicate with each 
other. The IoT network consists of embedded electronics, sensors and software that allows these devices to send and 
receive data among each other. This is why it is beneficial to use such an existing infrastructure for designing the 
proposed security system. The disadvantages of the existing system are that the employees have to go and check the 
bins daily whether they are filled or not, it results in high cost. If the bin doesn’t get emptied on time then the 
environment becomes unhygienic and illness could be spread. The proposed system will help in removing all these 
disadvantages. The real- time information can be gained regarding the level of the dustbin filled on the system itself. 
It will also help in reducing the cost as the employees will have to go only at that time when the bin is full. This will 
also help in resource optimization and if the bins will be emptied at time then the environment will remain safe and 
free from all kinds of diseases. The cities will become cleaner and the smells of the garbage will be much less. 

 
II.LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
A Smart Dustbin proposed by [1], based on IoT in which the smart bin was built on a platform which was based on 

Aurdino Uno board which was interfaced with a GSM modem and an ultrasonic sensor. The sensor was placed on the 
top of the bin. A threshold level was set as 10cm. As the garbage reaches the level of threshold, the sensor triggers the 
GSM modem which alerts the associated authority till the garbage in the bin is emptied. At the end a conclusion was 
made that various issues like affordability, maintenance and durability were addressed when these smart bins were 
designed. It also contributed towards a hygienic and clean environment in the process of building a smart city. 

 
The researchers [2] suggests the method for garbage management which is as follows. The bin was interfaced with 

a system based on microcontroller which had IR wireless systems with a central system that showed the current status 
of the garbage in the bin. The status was seen on a mobile based web browser with a html page by using Wi-Fi. To 
reduce the cost, they only used weight based sensors and on the sender's side they only used a Wi-Fi module to send 
and receive the data. In the end the sensor could only detect the weight of waste present in the bin but not the level of 
waste. 

The author proposed a method for organizing the collection of the garbage in the commercial and residential areas 
of the cities [3]. In this system, the level of garbage in the bin was detected by the ultrasonic sensor which will send 
the data to the control room using the GSM module. A GUI was also developed to check the information that was 
related to the garbage for different locations, GUI was based on MATLAB so it was different. Two units were present 
in the system, slave unit was in the bin whereas the master unit was there in the control room. The sensor will check 
the level of garbage and send it to the slave unit which will further send the data to master unit which at last will 
inform the authorities to clean the bin. 

 
This paper proposed Decision Support System which would be used for garbage collection in the cities[4]. This 

system handled the ineffective waste collection in the inaccessible areas of the city. The cameras were placed in those 
parts of the cities which were facing the most problems. The system worked in two parts, the first part was to find the 
companies that were involved in collecting the waste and owned trucks and who could also organize some drivers for 
collecting the garbage from various parts of the city in the truck and pass on the city dumps or the recycling 
organizations. The second part was to make a system which could handle all the communications of all the people 
involved and could also maintain the data which will be collected while working around in the city. 
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III. HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 
 

 
 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

In proposed system, ultra sonic sensor is used to monitor the level of garbage level. IR sensor is used to monitor 
the nearby persons and automatically drivers the DC motor to open the lid of the dustbin. The dustbin data are 
uploaded to the cloud using IOT. These helps for clearing the wastage from dustbin. 

ARDUNIO UNO 
 

Arduino is an open source, PC paraphernalia and programming organization, endeavor, and client group that 
plans and produce microcontroller packs for constructing programmed devices and intelligent object that can detect 
and control questions in the real world. The inception of the Arduino extend began at the Interaction Design Institute 
in Ivrea, Italy. The equipment reference plans are appropriated under a Creative Commons Attribution Share. 

ESP8266 
 

ESP8266 is a Wi-Fi module which will give your projects access to Wi-Fi or internet. It is a very cheap device 
but it will make your projects very powerful. It can communicate with any microcontroller and make the projects 
wireless. It is in the list of most leading devices in the IOT platform. It runs on 3.3V and if you will give it 5V then it 
will get damage. The ESP8266 has 8 pins; the VCC and CH-PD will be connected to the 3.3V to enable the wifi. 
The TX and RX pins will be responsible for the communication of ESP8266 with the Arduino. The RX pin works on 
3.3V so you will have to make a voltage divider for it as it used for implementation. 

 

ULTRASONIC SENSOR 
 

The Ultrasonic Sensor is used to measure the distance with high accuracy and stable readings. It can measure 
distance from 2cm to 400cm or from 1 inch to 13 feet. It emits an ultrasound wave at the frequency of 40KHz in the 
air and if the object will come in its way then it will bounce back to the sensor. By using that time which it takes to 
strike the object and comes back, you can calculate the distance. Distance can be measured by equation 1. 
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Distance = Time * sound speed /2. 
 

Where Time = the time between an ultrasonic wave is received and transmitted. It has four pins. Two are VCC 
and GND which will be connected to the 5V and the GND of the Arduino while the other two pins are Trig and Echo 
pins which will be connected to any digital pins of the Arduino. The  trig pin will send the signal and the Echo pin 
will be used to receive the signal. To generate an ultrasound signal, you will have to make the Trig pin high for about 
10us which will send a 8 cycle sonic burst at the speed of sound and after striking the object, it will be received by the 
Echo pin. 

 
IV. PRPOSED SYSTEM 

 
The existing system has the limitations as time consuming, trucks go and empty the containers, even they are 

empty. The cost is high with unhygienic environment. Even the bad odour causes the unhealthy environment. So, 
proposed model talks about how to make use of the recent advancements in technology to make our place clean and 
tidy. 

The implementation starts by setup ESP8266 by flashing the latest version of the firmware. This enable s 
the Blynk libraries efficiently communicate and avoid producing error.. To flash the latest firmware, download the 
ESP8266 flasher tool and the latest firmware from the internet which would be in the bin format and flash the 
ESP8266 with it. Once the ESP8266 flashing done, other components can be added to the configuration. we need a 
breadboard to connect the microcontroller, ultra sonic sensor, buzzer and the ESP8266 using the jumper wires. The 
breadboard is used to  interface between the various components available. It also makes it easy to connect multiple 
inputs to a single pin on the arduino board. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 

The main objective is to maintain the level of cleanliness in the city and form an environment which is better for 
living. By using this system we can constantly check the level of the garbage in the dustbins which are placed in 
various parts of the city. If a particular dustbin has reached the maximum level then the employees can be informed 
and they can immediately take certain actions to empty it as soon as possible. The employees can check the status of 
these bins anytime on their mobile phones. This can prove to be a very useful system if used properly. 

The system can be used as a benchmark by the people who are willing to take one step further for increasing the 
cleanliness in their respected areas. Ultrasonic sensor is being used in this system to check the level of garbage in the 
dustbins but in future various other types of sensors can be used with the ultrasonic sensor to get more precise output 
and to take this system to another level. Now this system can be used in certain areas but as soon as it proves its 
credibility it can be used in all the big areas. As this system also reduces manual work certain changes can be done in 
the system to take it to another level and make it more useful for the employees and people who are using it. In 
future, a team can be made which will be in charge for handling and maintaining this system and also to take care of 
its maintenances. 
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